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No material of modern construction shows so insistent a need for paint protection as structural steel. Whether embedded in concrete, hidden beneath stone, brick or other facing, or left to the weather as in tankage and tower construction, steel and iron must be protected against rust, the destroyer of life and strength. Yet no other materials are so hard to protect. The non-porous surface of steel offers minimum hold for paint — expansion and contraction of iron due to temperature changes absolutely demands a protective film of extraordinary elasticity. The one answer is Truscon Bar-Ox, the rust-inhibitive paint — a metal-protective coating with special waterproofing qualities designed to do this one thing and do it well.

Write today for further particulars
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MURAL DECORATION—“DIANA”
NATACHA CARLU, PAINTER

For architectural setting, see succeeding color plate
DECORATION FOR A PERFUMERY SHOP

The decoration by Madame Carlu (opposite) was the inspiration for the architectural treatment presented in color on the reverse side of this page. Professor Jacques Carlu of the School of Architecture, The Massachusetts Institute of Technology, was asked to suggest an appropriate setting for such a design. His answer was “a perfumery shop” created as a luxurious and modern interior suited in its appointments to the display and merchandising of perfumes and feminine toilet perquisites.
A PERFUMERY SHOP
JACQUES CARLU, ARCHITECT

For detail of decoration, see preceding color plate
SOME RECENT APARTMENT BUILDINGS
By Frank Chouteau Brown

Most apartments fall into one of two classifications as to plan arrangement. One, the simpler, conforms to a relatively small unit of floor arrangement, which may be articulated and repeated in various ways to extend over a large area, when desired, each unit retaining its originally simple idea. This is the type where, from a compact public landing on each floor, two or sometimes a few more apartments are entered.

This plan is adaptable to a small lot in city or country usually not requiring more than 50 to 75 feet in width for its full development (page 231). If larger areas are available, on shallow city property, the unit is duplicated once and again. In a suburb, with larger and deeper lot areas, it may be repeated a number of times, with extensive modifications and variants at internal or external angles of the plan extension, so as to form one or more court-yards, securing as many angles as the larger area of the lot makes possible. The larger the courts between the various wings of the building, the better the circulation of light and air, and the privacy and outlook of the apartments.

The principal advantage of this type of plan unit is the full direct cross draught it may provide to every apartment—a matter fully realized by the skilled planner and always retained in his unit arrangement. Its value is perhaps less fully accepted by the owner, though he will ultimately find it to be a considerable factor in retaining satisfied tenants and preventing a large number of vacancies, with the accompanying costs for repairs and decoration at lease expiration periods.

Most small apartments—and especially most apartments intended for low rental tenants of good class—will be found to conform to this type of plan arrangement, especially in the three or four story building (usually termed "walk-up" apartments, in the vicinity of New York), built within recent years. For these comparatively low structures, where the cost of an elevator installation and the expenses of its maintenance can be avoided, this is preeminently the type of plan to be advocated.

Even in the more costly and expensive apartment building, when carried to greater height and appealing to a higher rental class of occupants, the advantages of this arrangement of the plan unit are generally recognized. Taken in association with another important determining factor of the closely built-up block of city apart-
ments, it has been nearly conclusive in establishing the plan arrangement of the shallow city lot of not over 100 feet width upon its street face (page 230), that is characteristic of New York City.

The other principal plan group includes such arrangements of apartments as are reached from a central stairwell or elevators, sometimes necessitating long public communicating corridors to reach the various living units from the central distribution point (pages 208 or 257). This type of plan, when applied to any considerable area, of necessity prevents direct cross draught in any individual apartment, unless such apartment is contained within a separate wing or ell, thrown out from the main body of the central plan (page 214, fig. 9), across which air can pass from side to side between courts recessed within the more extended faces of the structure. Such an arrangement is possible on extended areas in suburbs or rural communities, but rarely upon a congested city lot, and in any case only with apartments consisting usually of five or more rooms. The other plan-type is capable of economic employment with apartments as small as four rooms or thereabouts.

Occasionally we find both types of planning combined in individual instances, or a floor plan of a medium sized suburban apartment building partly of the central corridor type and partly of the cross draught plan. The former is usually utilized in the central part of the structure and the latter upon the ends or corner angles of the plan. The central corridor type is, of course, especially adaptable to the building having any considerable number of one, two or three room suites in its arrangement or on a small lot planned for a high building development, when it may actually be made to possess all the advantages of the former plan. It becomes, of course, an expected and integral part of any plan tending toward the "hotel-apartment" type, which arrangement is only in demand in our larger cities, and then usually for a small portion of the winter only. The remainder of the year the plant has to be used for transient business which can be catered to satisfactorily for summer, spring and fall.
ON NARROW city lots, the apartment plan divides naturally into several groups. Primarily, the plan for a corner lot is usually different from one for any "inside" lot, or group of lots.

Most corner lots in the better residential locations in New York have been supplemented by adding to their area a number of adjoining properties, and so a sort of "super-corner" apartment plan has resulted. In the closely built residential parts of American cities, such as Philadelphia, Baltimore and Boston, the first apartments to be built are always located on narrow corner lots, usually one or at the most two lots wide. With exposures open upon three sides, there is little difficulty in lighting these narrow corner apartments, except possibly the less important spaces of service or baths.

In New York City these lots are now rarely problems of recent date, as most of them have already been developed. Several examples are shown, though all are of too advanced and sophisticated a type to be applicable to outlying cities in which the corner lot is now being improved with apartment buildings. One rather small corner building (fig. 1), containing but four rooms to the floor—two unusually large—represents a very compact arrangement covering about 27 by 65 feet. Another (fig. 2), has an area of about 25 by 100 feet—a more usual size. It is planned as a "duplex," one stairway only connecting each two sets of floors, providing an apartment of twelve rooms that is probably more in demand by upper Fifth Avenue tenantry. This third example (fig. 3), is unusual in that the building is about 33 feet wide and 150 to 160 feet long. This great length, coupled with the fact that the inner end had a pleasant outlook, made it possible to divide the floor area into thirds, the corner two-thirds being made into an apartment of ten rooms, the remaining third—along with the similar area on an adjoining floor—being made into a duplex of seven rooms. As each section has its own elevator and stairway, the one building pro-

![Figure 1: Corner of 80th Street and Fifth Avenue, New York City](image1)

![Figure 2: Corner of 80th Street and Fifth Avenue, New York City](image2)

![Figure 3: Corner of 70th Street and Fifth Avenue, New York](image3)
vides the equivalent of two apartment building plans, of which the duplex portion might be compared with interest with the Chicago plan for a duplex building (fig. 5), on an area of 40 by 60 feet of lot covered. The latter is open on three instead of only two sides, and fronts south instead of...
CORNER OF 79TH STREET AND MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY
KENNETH M. MURCHISON, ARCHITECT
Florentine Towers, corner of West 172nd Street and Riverside Drive, New York

H. I. Feldman, Architect
north, as do also the other two New York corner plans.

A still wider corner lot, about 60 by 100, is shown developed on page 197 with a duplex on the corner and a simplex upon the rear or eastern part of the lot. The latter covers about 60, the former 40 feet of the building's length. Its actual width is only about 50 feet, a ten foot wide space being left open upon the Avenue front, extending along the north, or inner, side of the building.

Another “corner lot” plan, for a lot unusual in several ways, is shown on page 198. The plan, which covers rather a large area and fronts on three streets, contains eight apartments upon each floor, grouped about two stairway halls, all but two of which possess direct cross draught. These two are smaller suites, of only three rooms each, and being placed directly opposite the public halls, are not entirely deprived of this desirable feature.

The structure is unusual in design, in that the longest frontage is upon a street that drops eighty feet in the building’s length, down toward Riverside Drive and the Hudson river. The designers have chosen to treat this unusual difficulty in a bold and successful manner that has previously been dodged by exposing the iron “stilts” below similar structures to view from below—in this case the principal point of view from which the building usually would be seen.

**CITY “INSIDE LOT” PLANS**

For interior lot plans the types are more various, though they will usually conform to two main divisions. In one group, generally resembling in outline a single or double headed letter “T”, (page 214, fig. 9) and filling the full frontage of the lot, providing wells for light and ventilation upon the two sides, and also across the back of the property, the variations are usually dependent upon its greater or smaller width. The other plan is built entirely upon the front portion of the lot, leaving a much larger area at the rear for treatment by the owner, on land entirely owned by him (pages 230 and 231), where in the former instance the small wells are not large enough for any planting or other attractive treatment, and all windows must look out against other property, not under the owner’s control and very near at hand.

Illustrations of the former type of plans are to be found in figs. 7, 8, 9, 14. Of these
APARTMENT HOUSE AT 10 OTIS PLACE, BOSTON, MASS.
BIGELOW & WADSWORTH, ARCHITECTS
A PROPOSED STUDIO APARTMENT BUILDING
NEW YORK CITY
JAS. CLINTON MACKENZIE, JR., ARCHITECT
A PROPOSED STUDIO APARTMENT BUILDING
JAS. CLINTON MACKENZIE, JR., ARCHITECT

The plan on the left is of the studios floor, that on the right is of the 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th and 7th floors.
the simplest examples are to be studied in the Boston plans, in the one case on a forty, in the other a fifty foot wide lot. In both the rear overlooks a parkway and open expanse of water. In fig. 8 the building fronts upon a busy and noisy street, and its smaller area is given to a single apartment

different tenants and the servants' rooms are so disposed upon a rear passage connecting the two kitchens that they can be rented in connection with either apartment, or both. Both façades are designed in the simplest expression of red brick, compatible with local New England reticence and reserve.

The plan with side light well is even some-

times attempted upon a very narrow lot, when some such arrangement as appears on page 202, with a small well or court, must be built to provide light and ventilation to the inner portion of the building. Of course, the owner and tenants of such a structure, whose picturesque possibilities of design are

to each floor. In the other case (fig. 7) the east and west exposures are given to different tenants and the servants' rooms are

engagingly shown in the accompanying perspective sketch (page 201), are at the mercy of the adjoining property owners, who when they build upon their lots may completely enclose this small air shaft. Possibly this design, as well as the French roof treatment (figs. 4 and 6), offers another method of filling out the bulk of these buildings to the sloping restricting line which is now being adopted by many of our most over-built American cities.
THE GREATEST POSSIBLE CONTRAST IN PLAN AND DESIGN MAY BE FOUND IN THE BUILDING AT 28 EAST SIXTY-THIRD STREET, NEW YORK, (PAGES 205, 206 AND 207) ALONG WITH A SIMILAR OUTLINE OF PLAN FORM, ARRANGED UPON A TYPICAL NEW YORK LOT OF SIXTY FEET WIDTH AND ONE HUNDRED FEET DEPTH. THE PLAN IS EXPRESSIVE OF AN EQUALLY GREAT CONTRAST. PROPERLY SPEAKING, IT IS NOT AN "APARTMENT" AT ALL, IN THE MEANING IN WHICH THAT WORD IS COMMONLY EMPLOYED, BUT AN "APARTMENT HOTEL" — A HYBRID FORCED IN THE HOthouse OF NEW YORK DEMAND, EACH FLOOR BEING FOUR TWO-ROOM AND TWO ONE-ROOM SUITES. NO PROVISION IS MADE FOR COOKING IN THESE APARTMENTS, BUT A "SERVING PANTRY" IS PROVIDED FOR THE CONVENIENCE OF TENANTS, TO BE USED IN CONNECTION WITH THE RESTAURANT AND KITCHEN ON THE STREET FLOOR.

THIS SMALL UNIT OF ONE OR TWO ROOMS AND SERVING PANTRY HAS BEEN INCORPORATED INTO SOME OF THE LARGEST RECENT NEW YORK BUILDINGS, TO WHICH ARRANGEMENT THIS IDEA IS, AS A MATTER OF FACT, BETTER ADAPTED. WITH THE LOSS OF HOUSEKEEPING CONVENIENCES, THE STANDARDS OF THE TENANTS ARE NECESSARILY NEARER TO THOSE OF THE HOTEL ROOM OCCUPANT. BY SUCH TENANTS PRIVACY IS NOT EXPECTED. THEY DO NOT OBJECT TO LIVING WITH A LARGE NUMBER OF OTHERS SIMILARLY SITUATED. THE SMALLER BUILDING IS THEREFORE USUALLY BETTER GIVEN TO LARGER LIVING UNITS, AS THE LARGER BUILDING CAN BE MADE MORE FINANCIALLY SUCCESSFUL WITH THIS SMALL UNIT TYPE OF OCCUPANCY, AND WITH A LARGER DINING ROOM AND SERVANT STAFF IS BETTER EQUIPPED TO SUPPLY SUCH TENANTS WITH THE SERVICE THEY EXPECT.

WITH THE Growing TENDENCY TO LIVE LONGER PERIODS OF THE YEAR AT SUMMER OR SEA SHORE HOMES, AND SHORTER AND SHORTER PERIODS IN THE CITY, THE DEMAND FOR THIS TYPE OF HOTEL-LIKE DWELLING WILL PROBABLY INCREASE. IT ALSO SUITS A LARGE NUMBER OF BUSINESS AND SINGLE MEN OR WOMEN FOR HEADQUARTERS THROUGHOUT THE YEAR, RELIEVING THEM OF MAJOR HOUSEKEEPING WORRIES.

THE MOWBRAY, AT KEW GARDENS, OUTSIDE NEW YORK (PAGE 208), SHOWS THE "THROUGH CORRIDOR" TYPE IN ITS NECESSARY APPLICATION TO A PLAN WITH A NUMBER OF ONE AND TWO ROOM LIVING SUITES. THIS BUILDING IS ALSO OF TEN STORIES HEIGHT, PLACED UPON A LOT OF COMPARETIVELY LARGE SIZE AND OPEN UPON ALL SIDES. VERNON COURT, CINCINNATI (PAGE 214), IS A STILL LARGER BUILDING, OF "H" SHAPED PLAN AND ARRANGED WITH SINGLE ROOMS AND SUITES THAT CAN BE GROUPED TOGETHER OR SUBDIVIDED, HAS OBVIOUSLY BEEN ARRANGED TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF TRANSIENT OR HOTEL CONDITIONS OF ROOM RENTAL, Whenever OPPORTUNITY OFFERS. BOTH THESE PLANS PROVIDE CONDENSED COOKING AND DINING SPACES FOR SOME—IF NOT ALL—OF THE SUITES.

INTO THIS SAME GROUP ALSO WOULD FALL BACHELOR HOTELS FOR MEN OR WOMEN, SUCH AS THE "ALLERTON HOUSE" GROUP, WHERE NO PROVISION WHATSOEVER IS MADE FOR TENANT COOKING, BUT COMMON DINING AND LOUNGING ROOMS ARE PROVIDED, USUALLY UPON THE MAIN FLOOR. IN THIS GROUP WOULD BE INCLUDED THE SHERIDAN IN MINNEAPOLIS (PAGE 209), THE CARLTON, ATLANTA, AND THE WARBURTON HOUSE, PHILADELPHIA (PAGES 215-219).

THE FLOOR PLAN WITH A CENTRAL CORRIDOR CONNECTING ALL SUITES UPON EACH FLOOR WITH ONE OR MORE ELEVATOR WELLS OR STAIRWAYS, IS, OF COURSE, CAPABLE OF ENDLESS EXTENSION, ONCE IT HAS BEEN DETERMINED THAT THIS DISPOSITION IS PREFERABLE—even at the sacrifice of direct cross draught for many of the individual apartments. MOST OF THESE PLANS TAKE THE "U", "T", OR "H" PLAN OUTLINE,—AS ON PAGES 206 AND 208, OR IN FIG. 12 ON PAGE 220. WHEN ADAPTED TO AN IRREGULAR LOT, HOWEVER, AS IN FIG. 13, THE SAME IDEA MAY BE EQUALLY WELL APPLIED, JUST AS MAY THE SCHEME OF OBTAINING AIR AND VENTILATION THROUGH DEEP COURTS (AS ILLUSTRATED IN FIG. 13 AND ON PAGE 257). ACCEPTANCE OF THIS TYPE OF PLAN UNDOUBTEDLY INTRODUCES ECONOMIES OF CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE IN MANY HIGH BUILDINGS COVERING LARGER AREAS OF COSTLY CITY PROPERTY; AND ALSO MAKES LOWER RENTALS POSSIBLE IN MANY INSTANCES.
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GENERAL VIEW OF EXTERIOR

THE SHERIDAN, A BACHELOR HOTEL, MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA
LARSON & MCLAREN, ARCHITECTS
VIEW FROM BEACON STREET

PLOT PLAN

TYPICAL FLOOR PLAN, NO. 360
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CORNER OF ROOF GARDEN, 350 EAST 57TH STREET, NEW YORK CITY

ALFRED BUSSELLE; ARTHUR C. HOLDEN AND ASSOCIATES, ARCHITECTS
An extreme and most unusual solution of a large City "inside area" has been utilized in Boston, on a lot 150 feet wide on the water side of Beacon Street, and of the same depth (page 210.) In order to conform to peculiar restrictions and certain requirements of the building laws, the courtyards are continued entirely through the lot, in two directions, leaving four corners which have been built upon with low buildings containing nine room apartments, one to each floor or a total of twelve apartments to the group. These open "lanes" are 25 feet wide in one direction and 20 in the other and provide outlook toward the River basin at the rear or the street at the south, as well as sufficient light and air for such low structures. As far as outward aspect is concerned, this low semi-residential form is greatly preferred to the high building. This is particularly the case in districts where uniformly low buildings prevail.
THE CARLTON BACHELOR APARTMENTS, ATLANTA, GA.
PRINGLE & SMITH, ARCHITECTS
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WARBURTON HOUSE, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
ARTHUR LOOMIS HARMON, ARCHITECT
There is also a tendency becoming more and more strongly evident, on which the co-operative plan of apartment financing has undoubtedly had considerable influence, which is, substituting for the older building with all the floors arranged exactly alike, a structure in which there is to be found a great variety in the arrangement of the different floor plans. Some of the variations possible in the disposition of rooms are indicated in the case of a single building, where some of the more diverse plan divisions alone are shown, in figs. 15-20, inclusive, all of which have been finally combined within one building, without much affecting the design of the exterior (page 221). The main floor shown in fig. 15, deserves noting in that it includes several suites of doctors' offices on one side in combination with a single apartment and a series of rooms for servants on the other.

The plan in fig. 14 is typical of the apartments of this sort, showing one floor arrangement for a lot 100 feet deep by about 90 feet wide, and also differently divided upon other floors to suit smaller families, with from two to four apartments within the same floor outline that is here shown entirely given to one large suite. Not over large, either, as things now go in New York, where modern apartments of thirty to forty odd rooms are not uncommon, irregularly divided by perpendicular as well as horizontal slices into "maisons" as well as "maisonettes" of varied but correspondingly expensive forms.
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The apartment building with an individuality of its own, or a personality derived from its locality, is rarest among the genus, particularly in the first mentioned class. One such building, however, "The Moorings," at Washington, D. C., is here illustrated. Upon a lot of very restricted area (the structure is only 63 by 28 feet in dimensions), a number of compact bachelor apartments—especially appealing to naval officers, of whom there are always a number about the Capital—have been provided. Several of them are duplex in type.

The fifth floor (fig. 21A), has two suites consisting of a living room termed "salon" or "cabin" upon the plans), with "bunk-room," bath and a very limited "galley" adjacent. The large "salon" with "galley" is shown at the rear connected with a "stateroom" and bath upon the floor below.
(fig. 21). Beside this fourth floor "state-
room" is another, serving a full size
"salon" upon the third floor. The middle
apartment on each floor is complete in
itself in each instance, but the end spaces
are divided upon alternate floors into two
"state rooms," used with an upper and
under "salon."

In further carrying out the nautical idea
suggested by the name, bathrooms and
"galleys" are ventilated by "portholes." The
roof is developed as a promenade pier,
with penthouse camouflaged as a lighthouse;
smokestacks and vents are also handled in a maritime manner (page 223.

As a result, the exterior has achieved a
definite character all its own, perhaps sug-
gest ing some of the modern Continental
architecture while being actually no more
than a straightforward solution of an
unusual architectural problem, endeavoring
to combine land and water motives, con-
sistently bearing out the same nautical idea.

AN APARTMENT THAT "JUST GROWED"

For an unusual example of local individu-
ality in apartments, we have to turn to
Boston. Here on the back side of Beacon
Hill there has gradually developed such an
unusual cluster of individual apartments as
could probably have eventualized in no
other way than in the gradual and inciden-
tal manner they actually occurred! By
turning to the plans of some of the floors
(page 226), and first looking over the lower
garden and plot plan, it should appear how
an entrance from Phillips St. (at the right
of the page) rising up the slope of the hill
toward the south by a number of steps and
platforms, reaches all the group of apart-
ments shown more completely in the plan
immediately above. Where the gardens
now are there were originally several very
old and dilapidated wooden tenements,
which were torn down in order to open
the space now planted to the garden treat-
ment suggested on this plan. There were
originally three small stores upon the main

street. In the smaller detached building the
basement or store floor was made the lower
part of a duplex apartment with an entrance
directly from the private "Avenue," the
upper part of which occupies the first
floor space, shown just above. Two small
apartments on the upper floors of this
building are reached from the Phillips
Street entrance. A view of the duplex
living room is shown on page 228.

Across the private Avenue, which has
been shut off from the street by a high
iron gateway, was a five-story brick ten-
ment, with stores in the first floor. These
were allowed to remain and a duplex apart-
ment was arranged at the rear, with a two-
story living room extended down into the
basement (page 229) and two apartments
placed above the stores. Two two-room
and two three-room suites were made upon
the third floor; and four more duplex apart-
ments, with living rooms on the fourth
floor and bedrooms upon the top floor,
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were arranged in the upper part of the structure. Their occupants had to climb only two flights of stairs from the side entrance (nearly on the level of the second floor) to the fourth floor entrances to these private suites.

And so also with the rearmost and higher building, whose first floor was even above the level of the second floor of the unit just described. Its upper two stories were again devoted to the same duplex treatment, to reduce the height to which tenants would have to climb to attain their own front doors. The individuality secured in this group of apartments, thirty in all, (the inner and garden boundaries being high retaining walls of the rising Hill beyond) have made them in constant demand ever since their completion, and by a class of tenants much better than was at first expected.

THE "OPEN REAR" INSIDE CITY LOT TYPE

Probably the most practical manner of developing a group of from two to five or six adjoining inside city lots is in the manner shown in figs. 22 and 23. Fig. 23 shows a two hallway grouping, covering four lots, or 100 feet wide. Fig 22 is a more elaborately arranged plan covering 125 feet in width, and divided into two apartments on each floor of 9 rooms each, with a single entrance. The plan in fig. 23 shows three four-room apartments on that floor, and the lower part of a duplex apartment of four or five rooms, extending into the floor above. This building was the second of two structures built upon quite similar plans. In the first building a combined "Pullmanette" kitchen and dining space had been included beside the living room. This arrangement did not meet the desires of the tenants, and consequently
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this plan shows how the space was given to making a larger kitchen and foyer, instead.

Both plans express the arrangement of covering only the front part of the lot with the building, leaving the entire rear portion open in one large area, capable of being developed as a garden, and controlled by the tenants. In each case the building covers only a little more than half the depth of the lot. In these plans, particularly fig. 23, it can be seen how simple and direct the arrangement and framing would be—undoubtedly cheaper than building over a more irregular and varied plan and building outline. One half of the width of this plan with minor modifications in plan would go as well on a 50 foot inside city lot, but the garden area would suffer. In both these buildings the roof was treated as a community recreation ground, to be used in common by all the tenants instead of trying to secure another apartment or two on the building’s top.

THE COMMUNAL COURT, OR “CLOSE”

Among recent tendencies has been noted the many examples of communal buildings of one type or another that have begun to spring up in the suburbs and smaller towns surrounding so many of our larger American cities. And this tendency has been perhaps naturally, quite markedly expressed in the vicinity surrounding New York. Mt. Vernon was among the first communities to welcome these higher buildings, its citizens having perhaps some idea that their tax valuations would help in meeting the costs of local government. A very short time sufficed to disabuse them of this idea, for they discovered the added taxes received were not enough to pay the cost of educating the additional children, thus added to their local school quota. Yet Mt. Vernon, because of its near and convenient location to Manhattan and its frequent train service in to Grand Central Station, has now several score new apartment dwellings built within the last few years, and is undoubtedly destined to harbor more and more of the same kind.

In another direction, upon Long Island, a somewhat more appropriate type of suburban development was established long ago by the beginnings made in and about Forest Hills station by The Sage Foundation. Although these small private houses, first hailed as “workingmen’s dwellings” were soon found (as always!) to be far too expensive for the rent that any workman’s family could afford to pay, they may have had something to do with the several groups of
communal housing started in that neighborhood taking the form of small dwellings, arranged in blocks, usually around "courts," "closes," or playgrounds.

A group of this sort of separate dwelling is shown in "Forest Close" (pages 232 to 235 inclusive), recently built adjacent to an earlier and similar development. In yet another group, known as "Sunnyside," (page 238), individual structures also contain a number planned as apartments, a family occupying each floor, while the exterior of each unit in the group is still treated as a small dwelling, harmonious with the other units that are actually occupied by but one family.

Other similar housing in groups of families has been undertaken along these same lines at locations even further removed from New York. Back of them all lies an important economic principle. By using inexpensive land and grouping a number of small land plots into a large area, such as the "Garden Court," it is possible to secure a simple and gracious architectural appearance. Just as by combining a number of small house units into one long low group, more appropriate to the suburb or country than the tall apartment building in which few occupants can have any actual contact with the land. The nervous and spotty effects of a landscape dotted with many small and closely set little blocks of buildings is also avoided.

As for privacy, as well as cheapness of construction, the brick party wall between two adjoining dwellings has everything to commend it in preference to the narrow and wasted strip of land between two wooden walls of houses set five or ten feet apart with their side windows on both stories inevitably looking directly into each other—or even the same lack of privacy so often encountered in an apartment or other dwelling, when the separating courts or light wells are too narrow and small in area. The limitation of space and light are the only objections that are vital.
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The apartment group for the small growing city or suburb, with corner stores, is well illustrated on page 242, as adapted to a low rental class of tenants, or in the more open and semi-detached arrangement of units provided for a better class of still comparatively inexpensive grade of occupancy, in the group for Cornell (pages 240 and 241). A still better grade of development is equally well established for a high class residential suburb near Philadelphia (page 243), where front halls and staircases are alternated with service stairways in separating the units on each floor. The ingenious expedient of making the latter also serve as "fire towers," with outside balconies across the rear of the apartments the only connection with the kitchens, which thus have an outside "back door" in every instance, is also utilized to make this an excellent illustration of an ideal treatment for this type of problem. Its instant adaptability to the "Garden Court" or "Close" extension is also obvious. These examples, all three, also include the direct cross draught, while each and every apartment is open upon at least two, and often three sides.

Wesley Manor (fig. 26), is an interesting example of what can be done occasionally with the problem of adapting an old Victorian dwelling, with high ceilings and roof, to new apartment uses. These buildings are often found on old estates, which have to be adapted to changing uses. In this instance, the plan gives no indication of the probable restrictions that might have been expected to interpose between a
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successful reconstruction of floors and elevations to meet such varied and different conditions.

Sometimes a compact plan, as in fig. 25, contains the essence of adaptability to two kinds of locations. With the single exception of the inside "dining alcove" (which, as is so often the case, can be used by the tenants or not, as they prefer; in the latter case merely serving across it into the large living room) this plan appears as a "Suburban" arrangement, perhaps in this instance being somewhat arbitrarily made over into a small city apartment building, by extending it from two or three to five or six stories high—as would appear from the somewhat obvious addition of the elevator wells at a very awkward location where they nearly close the outer or otherwise open end of the public staircase halls.

The unusual floor arrangement of the individual apartments which allows practically every apartment to extend from the front of the building to the rear, affords each living room a southern exposure with a view over the adjoining park. The bedrooms are on the quiet side and are assured of satisfactory cross ventilation. This plan with its few external projections (compare with fig. 28) is unquestionably economical, but places a burden on the architect in his efforts to create a satisfactory exterior.
A more comprehensive development of the direct cross draught idea in planning by means of wings and courts is found on page 246, where nevertheless four apartments, and two single room suites, are reached from each of the center hallways included in the plans, all but the two smallest suites having adequate cross draught. This is one of a number of buildings planned to make a harmonious and complete group
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near a convenient connection with New York City, as is better developed in fig. 27 shown on this page.

The applicability of this cross draught principle in planning, when extended to a large number of apartments grouped upon a large and deep suburban lot, is unusually well exemplified in fig. 28, Blind Brook Lodge at Rye, where twenty-six apartments to the floor are reached from ten stairways, and an unusually picturesque exterior treatment has been carried out, especially in view of the five and six stories of height. The latter is, of course, much helped by the fact that the group spreads over so extended an area as to reduce its apparent height to better relation with the suburban landscape.

Even the flatroofed and more citified exterior treatments can be successfully adapted, particularly if softened by varying the height to which different sections of the building are carried, as in one of these same English types of design. In fig. 29, for instance, one wing (the upper left hand portion) is carried only two stories in height, and contains two duplex apartments—or, even better, they could be...
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considered as two semi-detached houses, two stories high, as each has its separate entrance on the ground. The rest of the structure has seven apartments, entered from two staircases on each floor, for four stories of height. Then a portion of the building, over the upper right hand corner only, is carried up an additional story, with three apartments overlooking the adjoining flat roofs or terraces of the structure.

How this might develop on the exterior is shown in "Scarsdale Towers" (fig. 30) whose plan (page 252) is a combination of cross draught and interrupted apartments, fourteen to the main floors grouped around four staircase hallways, the whole being in the well known Elizabethan "H" shaped outline. Or in the Rivermere apartments, Bronx (pages 253-256) where seven larger apartments are grouped around two entrances on each floor, with the openness secured by projecting bays or wings of the
building (fig. 31 and page 254). Some additional tenants are also secured upon a lower floor on the side toward the parkway, that is partly above the ground.

Another structure, also planned on an "H" shaped outline, and with an exterior having a flat roof treated in differing levels, is Kenwood, at Great Neck, L. I. (pages 259 and 261). Here fourteen smaller apartments are grouped upon each floor about four main staircases, all but the smallest units, those of three rooms, securing cross draught. The rooms are of ample size, the building of a high class of design and evidently intended for the best class of occupancy. One only has occasion therefore to wonder if the combined kitchen and dining spaces which appear in some of the apartments, have been popular with this class of tenants, or whether they are merely offered as an extra convenience for breakfasts and lunches, in addition to the large dining room with which the building is equipped.

Another exceptionally well worked out plan of this same class is in No. 2 Park Lane, at Mt. Vernon (page 258), where four large apartments occupy the four projecting corner bays, with exceptional air, light and outlook, and unusually well disposed and complete service sections occurring between in the North and South courts. Two smaller apartments are placed on each side of the connecting central section, through which a public hallway has been carried.
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The use of plans with more and more distinctly articulated limbs appears likely in the immediate future of apartment house design. That is the ultimate idea about which the various units comprising "La Mesa Verde" (page 262), are disposed. Each contains nine apartments to the floor, approached by three "open air" stairs.
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Aside from the matter of obtaining better orientation by this means, the greatly increased areas obtained in the intermediate courtyards, as well as the distances secured between the walls of the buildings (thus avoiding windows looking into windows, and securing open air and sunlight into all rooms), are considerable and unusual advantages rarely procurable in crowded city districts. So unusual a plan arrangement, however, is not entirely divorced from possible artistic exterior treatment, as is proved by countless examples. All the modern interests of brick and other material treatments of texture and color, may here be utilized, and all to better advantages of lighting than are available in flat building façades.

A quite different angular treatment of an ingenious plan and its accompanying exterior treatment, is shown in the apartment at Bronxville on page 263. Here the two wings each contain two unusually large and spacious studio apartments, with all the service and utilities condensed within the connecting portion of the structure. But the unusual height of this building fairly raises the question that, unless we wish all our suburbs to take on the same appearance as the metropolis, with the walls of great apartments and hotels towering to the altitudinous heights now common in New York and Miami, it is evident we must begin immediately to adjust our suburban and smaller city zoning legislation to preserve for the city dweller some of the restful aspects of the country. In these suburban regions he soon will be unable to obtain uninterupted air or sunshine anywhere within the 50 mile radius of immediate suburban development that is already established and accepted as the area logically contributory to our larger cities.

THE "LARGER AND LOWER" SUBURBAN BUILDING

AFTER all, the smaller American city and suburb is much better off with the apartment of more open plan, leaving a larger proportion of the land uncovered and retaining as many of the trees and shrubs as possible towards securing shade and privacy for the inhabitants—as well as the more modest heights of two to four stories. The same logic that stipulates for the large city the wider and more general improvement of all property as being better for the prosperity of the whole community, is even more correctly true of the wider spread of lower apartment structures over a larger area of the town and suburbs as being better for the happiness and health of the whole neighborhood. While this logic is accepted in theory, there as yet hardly exists any American city outside of New York (which has had its painful lesson) that is willing to stand by this principle in practice. Always there are involved the selfish interests of some individual apparently in danger of possible immediate injury, that prevent him from realizing that the greater good of the greater number spells also his individual prosperity, along with—instead of against—that of the whole community.

In other words, the community spirit of the American business man is not yet sufficiently developed to serve the practical purposes of general community interest and improvement, based upon the general acceptance and application of low building height limits to the suburb—there even more desirable than in the city!—along with the limitation of the areas of the property to be built over, so as to provide ample open spaces upon all sides.

Only in that way can an apartment of the long and narrow plan shown in fig. 32, be used upon such deep suburban lots as frequently occur in towns and villages, when of narrow width—providing that adjoining property upon each side is not allowed to crowd its walls too closely. The attractiveness of the result, as well as its real suburban quality, appears on pages 268 and 269. Even the more compactly arranged suites of the Villa Carlotta (page 266), or
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the closer spaced double "U" shaped plan of Longfellow Manor—well ensuring cross draught, through the various courtyards—at Worcester (page 265) are dependent upon a very considerable amount of land being left open at the sides of the building for the comfort of the tenants as well as the appearance of this type of structure.

Those smaller towns and cities that now possess these low apartment buildings would appear to far better advantage if the surrounding property were also eventually developed with three-story or, at the most, four-story apartments, with plenty of room for trees and shrubs around them. Such structures would be more in keeping with their surroundings than towering piles of apartment buildings, copied from the nearby cities, which overlook the low lying growth of older dwellings scattered about.

THE PLAN EXTENDED AROUND SEVERAL COURTS

The Oxford Courts (figs. 33 and 33A), Cambridge, Mass., show another type of apartment development suitable to a larger city, requiring stores and a more intensive concentration running to greater heights. A considerable part of the interest in this problem came from the utilization of changing grades to secure stores on the business street frontage and doctors' offices immediately above, with the dwelling courtyards opening from a residential street at the side, having a quieter outlook. And, very ingeniously, an entrance to a two-story hidden basement underground garage was kept along the rear or upper side of the building, the top of the garage being utilized for a garden at the natural ground level in the interior corner of the property upon which a number of the apartments have their principal outlook.

The double court or "key" outline of the plan, apparent in this and another example (pages 265 and 271) occurs still more consistently as the basis of the River Forest Apartments group (page 277). In this example, however, the extremely narrow width of the inside service court,—actually an alley for service deliveries, upon the wider part of which the garages of the occupants also open—would possibly be found a disturbingly noisy element in actual experience. An interesting factor in this plan is the fact that the principal street frontage is along the bottom boundary of the property, as drawn, which is upon the main street frontage and is given over to stores upon
the street floor. The residential entrances are then arranged along the inner property line, which looks out upon other residential districts, thus securing more protection to both, with the arcaded passage connecting the residential courtyard entrances as an attractive and unusual feature.

The two examples of large apartment groups in greater New York shown by Mr. Thomas are interesting developments of his now well established theory that even upon the most costly city property the area built upon should not be more than 50 per cent of the lot,—a proportion that, when adapted to less costly or more suburban sites, can be still further reduced, possibly to 35 per cent or even to 30 per cent or 25 per cent covered.

The plan of Mr. Thomas' garden apartments (page 274) shows the extension of a planning unit of two apartments to the

---
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staircase hall to the floor (or three to the staircase, when it is possible to add extended wings or ells, and at angles), articulated to produce a series of courts over a whole city block area, with resulting large gardens and open spaces left in between. These apartments are of four to six rooms, and the building is six stories high, without elevators—a "walk-up" height only possible of adoption on much-desired locations in crowded cities at reasonably low rentals.

This group, which faces Franz Siegel Park, was completed only last March (1927). A most rigid adherence to the direct cross draught requirement has dominated this arrangement of apartment units, which houses one hundred and sixty-six families, contains 897 rooms disposed around eleven staircases, and overlooks a Japanese garden from 60 to 170 feet wide extending the whole length of the property, which contains about 64,000 square feet.

The artistic expression of an effective design in simple and inexpensive materials, so composed as to secure interesting textural and color variations, is apparent in the few exterior photographs (pages 273-275) which accompany the plan.

A still larger communal group is the Paul Lawrence Dunbar Garden Apartments, (page 272) now nearing completion on Seventh and Eighth Avenues between West 149th and 150th Streets, New York City. These buildings cover a slightly larger proportion of the ground area, totaling about 150,000 square feet, and include 2,392 rooms on forty-four stairways, the whole group surrounding a garden court of about two acres. These buildings cover 49 per cent of the block area, to the 46 per cent covered in the previous example.

The plan for the Danbury Garden group (page 276), in Danbury, Conn., will cover but 25 per cent of an area of about three acres, and contains 700 rooms reached from twelve stairways. An auditorium with kitchen, and a two-story community garage, with accommodations for 150 cars, entered from a rear private street, is also provided the tenants.

These last three groups, with their insistence on ample sunlight and air, with large open court yards separating the various wings of the groups, show what results can be obtained in group or communal housing when ample areas are available for such initial improvement in the newer parts of our American cities and suburbs.
THE NEW YORK DWELLINGS LAW
AND ITS APPLICATIONS

The proposed Dwellings Law which is intended to replace the present Tenement House Law is a result of the profound change which has taken place in our American methods of living. In 1900 everyone who could by any means afford it owned a house as a matter of course and, therefore, a tenement was something which was occupied only by the poorer classes. As a result that law dealt only with the factors incident to that sort of building.

Since then economic pressure, immigration restriction, and the desire to avoid responsibilities have led so much of our population to change its ways that in the year 1927 there were but five new private houses built in Manhattan. The five or six story non-fireproof "walkup" of twenty years ago has been succeeded by the nine to fifteen story fireproof apartment house of today which is now in turn about to be succeeded by the twenty to forty story fireproof apartment hotel.

It must be obvious that standards of light, air, fire protection and sanitation drawn up on a basis of a city sixty feet high are not only inadequate but vicious when that city becomes, as an average, twice as high. It must also be obvious that a set of standards recognizing but three classes of dwellings;—houses, tenements, and hotels, has become entirely too narrow in scope in view of the development of the various types of hotel apartments, apartment hotels, residence clubs, etc., which have recently sprung into being.

The new law recognizes that a new set of standards is necessary and that they must apply to a broader field of housing. After all a proper standard for one type of dwelling cannot be very different from a proper standard for another type which differs only in very minor degrees. Tuberculosis cannot be checked by calling a tenement an apartment hotel or vice versa, but only by fresh air and sunlight. Therefore all classes of dwellings have been included within its scope. This will also prevent changes in occupancy in any dwelling giving rise to bad conditions, at a future date, which may be traced to some fault of design permitted by reverse standards at the time it was originally built.

The setting up of these new standards has been made much easier for this Commission than for any other of the past by the great strides that have been made in the art of planning. Andrew J. Thomas and others have conclusively shown that in low-priced housing the greatest economy is not necessarily to be arrived at by building all over a given plot of ground. This principle has not been so fully recognized in the higher-priced field until very recently, but even there it is now becoming rapidly understood and accepted.

This progress, however, great as it is, has not yet reached the point where it can be substantially embodied in a statute without working considerable hardship, amounting at times to confiscation, to the
owners of property which has acquired an artificial value by virtue of intense surrounding developments. The Commission has, therefore, compromised the utmost in desirability by drawing two sets of standards. One, the more nearly ideal, is applicable to the greater part, about 88 per cent of the city. The other, less nearly ideal though better than that of 1900, is applicable to those districts where amelioration of their final state rather than improvement of their present is all that can be done.

Thus, now undeveloped sections will not have to suffer for the sins of past generations by being subjected to development by irresponsible land speculators ignorant of housing economics and curbed only by a statute written to condone their own past misdeeds, while some light and air will be saved to now highly developed areas.

No future building will be allowed to boast of good conditions of light and air, because it looks out over low buildings which, when similar developments around it are carried to the same limits, will be destroyed.

The technical provisions drawn to carry out these ideas are many. Only a reading of the bill itself can explain all of them. Only such a reading will make clear many other provisions designed to permit, under proper restriction, new methods of constructions and new requirements of life.

Due regard has been paid in these regulations to all sorts of advances in the many things that make up our complex multi-family dwellings of today. Exit requirements have been changed, sanitary requirements have changed, fire protection requirements are different, much greater latitude in the use of materials has been allowed. Nothing has been done, however, which would tend to subvert the main object of such a law—to guarantee to the tenant light, air, fire protection, and sanitary conditions to the greatest possible extent.

The average life of our successive laws relating to dwellings has been about twenty years. Let us hope that this last will be so much more nearly fundamental that it may last a very much longer time.

LEONARD COX
Consulting Architect to Temporary Commission to Examine and Revise the New York Tenement House Law

COLUMBUS, KENTUCKY
A TOWN RELOCATED AND NEWLY PLANNED

Columbus, Kentucky, on the east bank of the Mississippi river, is near the extreme western boundary of the State of Kentucky. For more than a century it had nestled in a pocket of level land surrounded by enormous bluffs on all sides except that one bounded by the river. During all of its existence it battled the unconquerable Mississippi. Levees were constructed to keep the river within bounds but these were unable to withstand the ravages of the memorable floods of 1927.

Faced by an uncertain future, the position occupied by the town for so long a time has been abandoned and a new site on the highlands immediately east of the old community and more than 150 feet above the river has been developed. The terrain is gently rolling, intersected by several ravines which terminate in a broad valley lying north of the site. The area selected contains about 80 acres, more than enough to house the present population. New homes and business properties are being constructed and soon the old site will be but a memory.

Columbus has an interesting history. Tradition has it that it was planned during the time of Thomas Jefferson, by order of Congress, some say as a future site for the Capitol of the United States. Surely the early planners had great ambitions. A tract containing nearly sixteen square miles was laid off in streets and blocks. No attention was paid to topography. The whole layout was a great checkerboard, with lots on the sides of bluffs so steep that no building could possibly have been built thereon. Streets were pro-
jects the faces of bluffs which could only have been operated with the aid of cableways. The old plan was a glaring error in every way and failed utterly to consider economies of construction and the beauties of the region. Only that part of the plan was carried out which included the level areas on the flood plain of the river.

The town is rich in the history of the river campaigns of the Civil War. The heights were occupied by troops of both contenders and the remains of trench systems are clearly visible. Across the river the Battle of Belmont was fought. Leslie's Weekly carried an article in 1863, illustrating the bluffs above the town and telling of the plan of the Confederates to stretch a chain across the river, attached to an anchor embedded in the ground on each side, to prevent the passage of Grant's gunboats down the river. About two years ago the erosion of the bluffs exposed one of these great anchors with several feet of chain attached, high up on the face of the cliff. The anchor is 16 feet long with a spread of 10 feet. The heavy chain attached weighed about 10 pounds to the link. It is planned to use the anchor in the new development as a part of a great sundial.

Columbus had a population in 1900 of 1235; in 1910 it had 1970 and in 1920, 654. The greatest prosperity which the town enjoyed was during the period when it was the terminus of the Mobile and Ohio Railroad. Then a car ferry transported trains across the river to a connection with the St. Louis, Iron Mountain and Southern over which line the journey to St. Louis was completed. In later years the Mobile and Ohio extended its line from South Columbus to St. Louis and a decline in the town's prosperity began. This, coupled with weariness over constant battles with the river, resulted in a slow but a steady reduction in population.

The recent decision of the Red Cross, accepted almost unanimously by the residents of Columbus, to move the town to the new site on the hill, was followed by a determination to study carefully the possibilities of the new location and to develop a plan which would result in economies of construction and meet most effectively the needs of the community. The writer was asked to advise the Red Cross as to the form of the plan.

The natural topography of the site lent itself to the development of an attractive design. Hoover Parkway departs from the new state highway (Roan Street), which was also the central street of the old town and proceeds through the business district to Circle Street. From Circle Street to the park it is 100 feet in width, providing eventually for a 40-foot roadway bordered by 30-foot lawn spaces and double rows of trees. At the park, it splits into two drives, proceeding down grade to the broad valley, and enfold- ing the rugged, wooded ground which has been designated as a park. The views from the terminus of the main stem of the Parkway over the broad valley are unusually attractive.

Particular attention has been paid to the entrance into the town. In order to provide ample parking space two 50-foot roadways separated by a center grass plot 30 feet in width have been laid out. These spread to form a Y-shaped entrance from the state highway, through a small park. On each side of the park, service drives connect with the main drive, and also extend along the rear of the business groups. Two filling station sites are set aside in the parks. Between Circle Street and the business center on the east a four acre tract has been set aside for the school. This forms a buffer between the rear of the stores and the surrounding residences. Ample play area is provided for the youngsters of the city. On the other side of the business group a site for a community church is designated.

Tipton Road extends into a pronounced ravine and in connection with Pillow Drive forms a belt drive around the development. As the town expands, other streets may diverge from Tipton Road and Pillow Drive to open up new sections for development. The plan evolved fits the contours of the ground.
Columbus
Kentucky

General Plan for The New Location
1927
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The grading of streets is being done at minimum cost, and the careful conformation of the street plan to the natural terrain will result in an attractive community. Building sites have been selected with care and lot boundaries have been established so as to enhance the building sites, rather than to follow any set rule as to lot widths. Standardization of lots in a city plan and on a fairly irregular site of this character would have been a serious mistake and would result in less attractive home sites, and more costly development of properties.

The lots as plotted are quite large. Frontages vary from 65 feet to 110 feet with some irregular lots still larger. Crowding, often present even in small communities, cannot exist in Columbus.

At the end of Hoover Parkway where the drive divides to border the park, it is proposed to erect the old anchor as part of a great sundial. The shaft of the anchor will form the gnomon of the sundial. A level lawn will be graded about the anchor and the large numerals will be made of concrete and set in the turf to complete the dial. This will be at the point where the view across the valley is most attractive.

It was realized that a high standard must be set and this in spite of the limitations as to cost. It was a challenge to the architects to produce the most attractive result at the very minimum of cost. The group would have to count by its line and mass rather than by the details of any part, and it must not look cheap and thin. The buildings must not look too new, and each separate element should not vie with its neighbors, and endeavor to center attention on itself alone, and at the same time there should be distinctiveness in harmony with the massing of the group as a whole. Coherence between units should be obtained, and the construction must be self-evidently honest.

Immediate needs of the community from a commercial standpoint were carefully considered and thought given to future growth. The uncertainty of the latter together with the financial limitations pointed at once to the necessity of evolving a plan which could be built section by section as funds were available and the needs presented themselves. Each section should be sufficiently attractive to stand alone, individually, but bound to the whole scheme by common characteristics. The plan should not be for a single row of buildings, the failure to construct all leaving an apparent gap in the scheme.

The type chosen to meet these requirements is a combination derived from Continental and English sources which affords the freedom desired. The use of simple materials is contemplated, local brick, gray stucco, stained wood and gray and black slate roofs. The width between the groups, the open view of them possible both from the state highway and the residential district directed careful attention to the roof line. Variety has been obtained by sloping roofs, adding needed height to the buildings, enhanced by many chimneys, all of which were necessary to serve separate heating units in each section. Some units have been set back from the building limits to break the general line and avoid monotony.

The east block would take care of the needs of the
present community. A small hotel is located fronting the highway. The post office and bank are located in the center of the block. A community and lodge hall is provided in the second story of the center section, sufficient to seat 400 people and having adequate entrances. The administrative section, located in the tower, includes offices, a small court, fire station and jail. A motion picture theater is contemplated next to the tower. The remainder of the ground floor space is set aside for stores, and offices are located on the second floor. Service space is provided for in the rear.

The decision to rebuild the town has already resulted in improved morale. A new state highway is being built and will connect with through highways in Missouri. This road will make the beauties of the region more accessible. There is justified activity towards the establishment of a state or national park to include the rugged river bluffs.

LAWRENCE SHERIDAN

INFLUENCE OF REALTORS UPON APARTMENT DEVELOPMENTS

The future of the Apartment House in our American cities lies largely in the hands of the Realty offices, which have to face the problem of securing tenants for these buildings after their completion. They are, as a rule, consulted in advance of beginning construction on any important operation in this line of real estate improvement. In some cases their criticism of the plans causes many changes or revisions to be made to adapt the building to the class of tenants that their experience and judgment may include as available for a property in the special location concerned, and generally their judgment is accepted by architect and operator alike.

They should usually be able to prevent actual construction with manifestly impossible plans; so saving an investment or speculation in building from bringing a poor return to the various interests involved. They should generally be able, for instance, to prevent the inclusion of a combined "Pullmanette" dining and cooking unit, in a suburban or first class city residential location; or the building of a plan with two and three room apartments in a section of the city where the demand is usually for six to ten room dwellings.

Especially in those areas where certain rental offices have established a virtual monopoly of tenant demand, the realtor would be inclined to keep a jealous eye upon new improvements—if he would not, indeed, be likely to handle the sale of the property involved, in the initial stages of the operation; or be consulted by those concerned with placing the mortgage on property where he would be the best authority as to present or developed property values.

FRANK CHOUTEAU BROWN

This influence is a very wise and desirable one. In this day, so much of the property development in our most desirable sections in the largest cities, is coming into the control of individual operators or speculative builders. Such builders, most office inexperienced do not fully understand the standards or needs of American social requirements and very serious mistakes may be made by them in improving property in the better residential districts. Usually, the mortgagee comes into the operation at a time when a final revision of the plans—if necessary to protect the investment—may still be made without too much difficulty: rarely does the building reach final completion without some such opportunity to check up and better its plan arrangement.

Nevertheless, there is hardly a city but can provide one or more examples of financial failures in operations of this sort. A short time ago, on Commonwealth Avenue, in Boston, an inexperienced builder erected a stone-faced apartment structure on a very desirable lot, yet of an utterly impossible plan for that location! A narrow hallway down the center made the rooms on each side too small; and the building was four rooms deep, of which only those on its outer and inner faces had outside windows, the other four rooms on each floor being inside alcoves without direct light or air. In spite of expensive later alterations the building still stands practically vacant.

Such failures as this could easily be avoided, either by associating an experienced architect with the problem in the very beginning, or consulting an experienced rental agent. Sometimes the latter is not known to these unguided speculative builders, while rarely does this class of builder go to a reputable architect in building even such expensive structures.

One has but to follow the building reports to see the amazing number of such operations, often marked "private plans" which means, despite the usual existence of a City Building Department, merely no plans at all!

Even in New York City, with operations often running into several millions, its principal operating builders manage to expend these sums often without the name of an architect of established reputation appearing in the operation. In that city in particular there have become established a considerable number of designers specializing in this class of building, men whose plans often show ingenuity and experience, but whose exterior designs sometimes are nevertheless such as still to leave much to be desired. The poorly designed building—exhibiting that defect blatantly upon its public façade—is now coming more and more to hurt both its own future, as well as the chances of future development of surrounding property in the best and most profitable manner.
The art of stained glass was born with Gothic art. The earliest extant examples date from the middle of the eleventh century, though there is record of earlier windows. Probably Byzantine mosaics suggested the technique, which is in effect a mosaic adapted to translucency and the supporting framework of leads. The northern churches need light, and light is the life of stained glass. "Nothing so bleak and lusterless as the surface of a stained glass window seen from outside of a church, nothing so vibrant and colorful as the same window from within."

Mr. Read marks two broad movements of art from the medieval down: I, The rise and fall of Gothic, 1000 to 1350, the date of the Black Death; and II, The rise and fall of Humanistic art, 1350 to 1900. He prefers, instead of the usual subdivisions, to content himself with three ages within those periods. The Age of Reason, 1130 to 1350; the Age of Sentiment, 1350 to 1500; the Age of Fancy, 1500 to 1900. For the Renaissance begins the modern world. There is no difficulty among ordinarily educated people in accepting the types then established and not essentially departed from since. But back of 1500 the types seem alien to our thought. The intention is not readily understood. There is a common attitude of distrust toward any art foreign to our conceptions, and while the mind of the Renaissance is much like our own, the mind of the Middle Ages is a "foreign mind."

In explanation of the term "Age of Reason" applied to the period of Gothic art it should be remembered that "Gothic" is but a counter, a word with no very precise meaning. In architecture it has been confined to the style dominated by the pointed arch, but the pointed arch is only one expression of an attitude of mind that involved everything. Fundamentally, Gothic is a religious art almost entirely confined to the expression of Christian concepts. Whatever its multifarious sources, its extraordinary unity comes from a unity of feeling and thinking, and the transition into unity was rendered possible by the underlying concepts of medieval Christianity and medieval philosophy. It is a hard saying that in order to understand Gothic one has to understand the philosophical and theological system of St. Thomas Aquinas; nevertheless the achievements of medieval philosophy, culminating in St. Thomas, are exactly paralleled by the achievements of Gothic art. Moreover, the spirit that animates the philosophy of St. Thomas is the spirit that animates the highest expressions of Gothic art, which is a rational art; an intellectual and logical structure of supreme—and rather austere—beauty."

St. Thomas argued that since both divine revelation and right reason are true and certain, it follows that they must agree. His task was to reconcile Aristotle with Christian dogma, and whatever else may be said, it was an extraordinary intellectual effort, and a system which underlay European thought for centuries. In the same way "Gothic art achieved its triumph through the harmonious development of two distinct tendencies"—toward abstraction and toward naturalism. The latter term, Mr. Read remarks in a footnote, is used in desperation for what the German aestheticians call Einfühlung. It means, in opposition to abstraction, the sensitive awareness of actual forms and visible things. Gothic art is definite in form; mystical, spiritual, or symbolic in meaning; and it has a powerful intellectual content.
The art of stained glass was peculiarly apt for this result. It developed during the twelfth and thirteenth centuries an elaborate technique. It rivalled sculpture as a direct didactic instrument and its scope in subtleties was much greater. It was more richly emotional. The cathedrals were "books in stone," illustrative plates to the Summa of St. Thomas and the Vitae Sanctorum; and the artists had strict commissions from the clergy about the compositions and arrangements. The craftsmen seem to have worked from cartoons drawn by artists under clerical supervision.

In the thirteenth century a tremendous emotional expansion called the Franciscan movement, presently reinforced by the Dominican, swept over Europe. Among its many effects on medieval art was an increase of realism and a feeling for nature. During the fourteenth century the formal Gothic iconography becomes distinctly modified. The movement is given the arbitrary date of 1350 for its beginning, only because the new generations emerging after the Black Death were free of traditions and impelled by this new spirit of humanism. The date 1500 means the Renaissance, with all which that implies. The dominant emphasis of art shifted from architecture to painting, and the art of stained glass attempted to adopt the aesthetics of painting. Its after history is the history of that step and its consequences.

In the chapters dealing with each of these eras or movements, after the general survey of each, Mr. Read turns to English glass of the era specifically, with detailed description and criticism, and the records of numerous craftsmen.

The final chapter is on "William Morris and the Modern Movement." The "Gothic Revival" he says, "which came as an offspring of the Romantic movement, is perhaps utterly despicable in every sphere of the plastic arts; it is devoid of all inner reason or inspiring sentiment, and more often than not it ignorantly apes what it cannot understand." It was not until the Pre-Raphaelite movement, emerging from Oxford with Morris and Burne-Jones, that anything came which could honestly be called a renaissance in those arts. The two men entered Oxford in 1853, and began to formulate their ideals in 1855. Those of Morris at least rested on an intense aesthetic understanding of medieval art. He had a logical appreciation of Gothic, and his attitude was as free from insincerity as it was devoid of any desire to imitate. He realized that without the spirit the form could not exist, and he attempted to evolve a style and invent a technique appropriate to the expressions of his age. Burne-Jones designed his first cartoons for stained glass as early as 1857. From 1861 he worked exclusively for Morris.

ARTHUR W. COLTON
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COLONIAL INTERIORS

SALE, EDITH TUNIS.

Interior of Virginia Houses of Colonial Times. Colonial Syndicate, Richmond, Va., 1927. $15.00.

"Interiors of Virginia Houses of Colonial Times," by Mrs. Edith Tunis Sale is a new book "exhibiting the development of Interior Architecture and Decoration of the oldest State in the Union . . . showing where the True Colonial Style of Architecture began and ended." Its three hundred and seventy-one illustrations are well chosen, and within this volume are gathered records of the following houses; the Adam Thoroughgood House, Carter's Grove; some eleven houses in Williamsburg; the Nelson, Shield, and the Temple Farm Houses at Yorktown, Toddsbury, Rosegill, Chelsea, Mount Airy, Sabine Hall, Menokin, Stratford, Marmion, Kenmore, Gavmount, Elmwood, Brook's Bank, Blandfield, Ritchie House, in Tappahannock; Gunston Hall, Mount Vernon; Carlyle House in Alexandria; Prestwould, Old Stone House in Richmond; Amphil, Brandon, Claremont; the earliest of Virginia houses, Smith's Fort, and Bacon's Castle (illustrated in the Architectural Record for March, 1925): Tuckahoe, Wilton, Shirley, Westover, Tetterton, Scotchtown, and Monticello.

The excellence of design and finish of most of the woodworking and panelled interiors and the carvings of stairways, show work in no wise inferior to that of Old London, some interiors being as satisfactory in design and proportion as were ever produced. Many rooms here shown, have never before been published. Of especial interest is the central hall at Stratford. Altogether this is a book worth including in the architect's library, nevertheless it is a pity that the author is confusing at times because of her misuse of architectural terms. The waste space under sloping roofs she mistakes for secret passages, and confuses a makeshift rail on the stairs of the Nelson House for the original. This is to be regretted because a book once printed perpetuates errors. In a book likely to appeal to architects, proper floor plans are necessary and many in this book are hopelessly crude. However, it is gratifying that such an attempt has been made to make available the details of these too-little-known houses of Virginia.

The illustrations, make-up, and printing are admirable. The price is $15.00. It is a pity that publishers do not print a larger edition so that works like this could be purchased by students of limited means. Mrs. Sale's other books, "Manors of Virginia" and "Old Time Belles and Cavaliers" now bring $100.00 and $75.00, which is the result of these limited editions and ought to convince publishers that a larger sale could be made. One wants books to use, not for investment purposes.

DONALD MILLAR.
LIST OF NEW BOOKS ON
ARCHITECTURE AND THE ALLIED ARTS

COMPILED BY

PAULINE V. FULLERTON
LIBRARIAN IN CHARGE OF THE DIVISION OF ART AND
ARCHITECTURE, THE NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY

ARCHITECTURE

ALEXANDER, Sidney Arthur.
25.6d. 726.6.
This little volume various contemporary documents, relative to the restoration of St. Paul's Cathedral, including official appeals for funds, addresses, and expert architectural opinion.

ARTES Y DECORACION EN ESPAÑA: ARQUITECTURA-ARTE DECORATIVO.
A new volume of a series which began publication in 1917. The text consists of historical and critical notes on each plate, and the illustrations are varied in subject, showing architectural exteriors, detail, interiors, doorways, ceilings, furniture, etc. Some measured drawings are included.

BUMPUS, Thomas Francis.
The Cathedrals of France; with eight illustrations in color from the original paintings by H. Marshall, and ninety half-tone plates. New York: Stokes, 1927. xv. 367 p. Col'd front., plates (part col'd') 4°. $5.00. 726.6.
This is a re-issue of the two volumes by the late Mr. Bumpus, dealing with the cathedrals of Northern and of Southern France. The present work has been re-edited and brought up to date. (Publisher's note.)

CUMMINGS, Charles Amos.
The tribute by Ralph Adams Cram to the interest of these volumes offers a convincing raison d'être of the re-issue.

GAVINI, Ignazio Carlo.
The architecture is studied chronologically by various artistic periods. The numerous illustrations are from photographs, and there are also many drawings and ground plans. Bibliographical footnotes are grouped at the end of each chapter.

HEVELSEN, Christian.
Limited edition of 175 copies.
A detailed study from documentary sources of the names, chronology and history of Roman churches of the medieval period. There are also topographical and alphabetical indexes.

INDIA SOCIETY, LONDON.
The Bagh Caves in the Gwalior States. Published by the India Society in co-operation with the Department of Archaeology, Gwalior, for his late Highness Maharaja Sir Madhav Rao Scindia Alijah Bahadur. With text by Sir John Marshall, M. B. Garde, Dr. J. Ph. Vogel, E. B. Havell, Dr. James H. Cousins, together with a foreword by Laurence Binyon. London: India Society, 1927. viii. 78 p. Illus. (map), plans, plates (part col'd'). F. 40 s. 709.54.
The text chapters deal with the history of the caves and with various aspects of their architecture, sculpture and frescoes. The illustrations are reproductions of drawings, of photographs, and of modern Indian copies in color of the cave paintings.

JAMOT, Paul.
Bibliography, p. 91-94.
A monograph on the work in concrete of these French architects, with chapters on individual buildings, and a list of their work up to October, 1916. Many excellent illustrations.

JEANNERET, Charles Etienne.
A most suggestive volume by a Swiss architect who is thinking and working along very modern lines.

OLLMANN, Franz.
Bibliography, p. 17-20.
Band 1. Die Grundformen des Hauses.
A comparative study of early forms of domestic architecture.

QUEBEC (province) HISTORIC MONUMENTS COMMISSION.
Old Mansions; Old Houses. Series 1. Quebec: Printed by Ls. A. Proulx, 1927. viii. 376 p. Front., illus., plates (part col'd'). 4°. $5.00. 728.
This volume consists of an introductory plea for the preservation of the older buildings of Canada; of a long series of illustrations with historical notes; and of a short architectural study by Professor William Carless of McGill University.
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Rothery, Guy Cadogan.

_English Chimney-pieces; Their Design and Development from the Earliest Times to the Nineteenth Century._


Professor Kocher's introduction analyzes the stylistic development of chimney-piece design; the general text deals with the historical evolution of the fireplace and its characteristic types; and the series of plates illustrate examples from the early fifteenth to the mid-nineteenth century.

Wren Society.


The introduction by Arthur T. Bolton and H. Duncan Hendry traces the history of Wren's work at Hampton Court, and contributes new material on Grinling Gibbons. The text consists mainly of important documents transcribed from the Record Office. The subject of the three earlier volumes is The Wren Drawings for St. Paul's Cathedral.

ALLIED ARTS

Bailey, Vernon Howe.

_Little Known Towns of Spain; watercolors and drawings._ New York: W. Helburn, Inc., 1927. 16 p. Col'd front., 67 plates (part col'd). f°. $15.00. 720.84.

Mr. Bailey's enthusiastic impressions of the Spanish scene form an introduction to this series of his sketches, many of which are architectural in interest.

Bakst, Leon.


Charters, Hon. Evan Edward.


An authoritative, sympathetic biography based upon documents and the personal recollections of many friends. Vernon Lee's memories of Sargent are embodied in a final chapter entitled "In Memoriam."


A brief introduction characterizes the leading motives of Aegean decoration, and the series of excellent plates illustrate ceramics, bas-reliefs, frescoes, engraved gems and metal work.

Dow, George Francis.

_The Arts and Crafts in New England 1764-1775._

gleanings from Boston newspapers relating to painting, engraving, silversmiths, pewterers, clockmakers, furniture, pottery, old houses, costumes, trades and occupations, etc., etc. Topsfield, Mass.: Wayside Press, 1927. xxii, 326 p. Front., plates, port. f°. $10.00. 749.

After a summary of the various forms of artistic activity in eighteenth century New England, follow the quotations from newspapers, grouped under their subjects.


Covers the period from the Renaissance to the early nineteenth century. Not only is the furniture of each period studied, but the architectural and decorative backgrounds are also outlined.

Mawson, Thomas Payton.


Imported by Scribner, price $5.00

An interesting record of almost fifty years of activity in the profession of landscape architecture.

Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York.


1,000 copies printed.

Bibliography, p. xix-xxi.

Upon the occasion of an important textile exhibition, the Museum published 'this translation of a manuscript by one of the leading authorities upon the subject of the history of printed cottons.'—Note.

Nolen, John.


Bibliography of city planning reports and books on town planning, pages 159-177. 'The primary purpose of this book is to describe a few representative examples of civic improvement actually carried out. It furnishes concrete illustrations of fundamental principles.'—Preface.
If you want a building material that can be quickly and economically erected—a material that is adaptable—a material that weighs less per unit of strength and occupies less space—a material that makes safety a matter of scientific calculation—a material that is permanent... then, **build with Steel.**

Structural Steel is the most efficient and most practical material of construction known.

The new Carnegie Beam series of steel sections is now available which makes steel construction more efficient and more practical than ever before. This series comprises 42 sections, 175 weights, ranging from 8" to 30" in depth, with flange widths from 5" to 16" and with weights up to 425 pounds per foot.

The series comprises a full range of beam, girder and column sections of broad scope and all-around efficiency. For sections whose principal use is as beams, all weights, not only minimums but heavier than minimums, have high efficiency as measured by the ratio of the section modulus to the weight.

The series also offers two unique features: first, the flanges are of uniform thickness without taper—a factor which permits simple connections and facilitates fabrication and erection; sec-

**Build with Steel**

**Carnegie Steel Company**

General Offices: Carnegie Building

**Pittsburgh - Penna.**
RECOGNITION OF CRAFTSMANSHIP

The revival of craftsmanship in the building industry has long remained a Utopian dream. Now, through the active agencies of the Building Congress in Portland, Oregon, in Philadelphia and in New York, an awakened interest in workmanship by building craftsmen is being realized.

One of the leading purposes of these Building Congresses is to "bring back the love of work for its own sake" and in that attempt to point out the fundamental character molding values of thoroughness, intelligence, reliability, loyalty and cooperation that distinguish the artisan.

In spite of mass production and ever increasing standardization, craftsmanship is still to be found in the building trades. Architects have thus far been active in the formation and conduct of these organizations.

A brief summary of the New York Building Congress activities will be of interest to architects of other cities:

The New York Building Congress (of which R. H. Shreve, architect, is the President), is composed of all elements in the building industry—investors, owners, architects, engineers, builders, sub-contractors, material supply men, labor, related interests and individual workmen. It was organized seven years ago. It is thoroughly representative of every branch and phase of the building industry in the Metropolitan district and forms a common meeting ground for all building interests.

The Building Congress has developed an aggressive apprenticeship program; it has advanced commercial arbitration in the building industry with its Arbitration Court organized under the New York Statutes of 1920; it has secured the cooperation of owners, architects, builders and organized labor in its program of recognition of craftsmanship which is bringing back the spirit of craftsmanship in the industry. The Congress has studied the problem of winter construction and has encouraged the spread of the building program over the entire year. A set of standard specifications covering all trades is under preparation.

Monthly luncheon meetings addressed by men of national and international attainments bring the members in contact with the larger economic and industrial problems of the day to the mutual benefit of the industry and the public. The meetings also create exceptional opportunities for making and developing personal contacts within the industry.

There is a Building Congress in Boston known as the Boston Building Congress, the President of which is William Stanley Parker. There is a Philadelphia Building Congress, the President of which is D. Knickerbacker Boyd. There is a Congress in Portland, Oregon, known as the Association of Building and Construction of Oregon, of which Mr. F. H. Murphy is President. These are the only states in which this movement has taken root thus far although for some months preliminary steps looking toward later organization have been made in Indianapolis, Minneapolis, Cleveland and Pittsburgh.

American ceramists will tour Europe May 19 - July 5 as guests of the ceramic manufacturers of France, Czechoslovakia, Germany, Holland and England. They will study the methods of Europeans in the production of pottery, building materials and industrial porcelains.

A. W. BROWN TRAVELING SCHOLARSHIP COMPETITION

The A. W. Brown Traveling Scholarship, competition is announced to be held under the direction of a committee of the American Institute of Architects. Programmes will be mailed to approved applicants about March 19, 1928, drawings to be delivered on May 7, 1928.

This scholarship is the gift of Ludowici-Celadon Company and is a memorial to the late A. W. Brown, who was for many years president of that company and a leader in the manufacture of roofing tile.

The value of the scholarship is Two Thousand Dollars, to be used towards defraying the expenses of a year of travel and study in Europe by a worthy and deserving architect or architectural draftsman. Traveling expenses between the winner's place of residence and the port of New York will be paid in addition to this amount.

An award of Two Hundred and Fifty Dollars will be made to the person whose design is placed second in the competition.

Under the terms of the gift the selection of the beneficiary of this scholarship is to be made by means of a competition to be held under the direction of a committee of the American Institute of Architects; the drawings to be judged by a jury of from three to five practicing architects chosen by that committee. The general requirements of the problem given for the competition shall be similar to those of the Class A problems issued by the Beaux Arts Institute of Design but the jury shall give due consideration to the personal qualifications of the competitors as well as to the excellence of the designs submitted in the competition.

It is further stipulated by the donors that the competition shall be open to any architect or architectural draftsman who is a citizen and resident of the United States, who has never been the beneficiary of any other
When you specify White Pine what do you get?

You know that genuine, soft White Pine is easy to work mark on every frame is your absolute guarantee that the exposed parts of the frame are 100 per cent genuine, soft White Pine. Genuine White Pine sills and casings are only one reason for the growing popularity of Andersen Frames among architects. Read the list of distinctive features on this page. Then we hope you will fill out the coupon below and let Andersen White Pine Window Frames help you build better.

Andersen Distinctive Features

1. Detailed and constructed to merit architects’ critical approval.
2. Genuine, clear White Pine sills and casings.
3. Exclusive, patented weather-tight features.
4. Perforated for absolute accuracy and uniformity.
5. A window or door frame type and size for every architectural need.
6. The only standardized frame for wide blind-stop extensions, permitting the use of narrow outside casings.
7. Nationally distributed.
8. Dependable because guaranteed by a reliable manufacturer.
9. Equipped exclusively with the new patented, noiseless, friction-reducing Andersen pulleys.

Andersen LUMBER COMPANY
Box 4103 Bayport, Minnesota

Items checked:

- [ ] Andersen Catalog No. 300—Complete, detailed information for the drafting room and specification writer.
- [ ] A sectional model showing design, features, materials and workmanship.
- [ ] A sample of the new, noiseless, frictionless Andersen pulley.
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European scholarship, who has passed his twenty-second but has not passed his thirty-second birthday, and who has been in active practice or employed in the office of a practicing architect for at least six years, or, if a graduate of an architectural school, at least two years since graduation.

Those wishing to compete should write at once for application blanks to the secretary of the committee, Wm. Dewey Foster, 10 East 47th Street, New York City. J. Monroe Hewlett
CHARLES BUTLER
Wm. Dewey Foster, Secretary
Committee

GOOD ARCHITECTURE AND BAD

Who can decide whether contemporary architecture is good, indifferent or bad? At any rate, Charles H. Cheney in the December Journal of the A. I. A. has given his estimate, rating a selected group of cities according to the percentage of good architecture and good environment they offer. His appraisal is an argument for architectural control.

Can an individual assess architecture as a work of art or even as a success from a practical standpoint? "Architects should remember" he warns, "that these percentages are only approximately made to give the public some idea of how little 'good stuff' we really have in our cities."

His report follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Per Cent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York City</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Francisco</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oakland, Cal.</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Contrast with this some of the cities and suburban communities that have established definite architectural control:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Community</th>
<th>Per Cent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Roland Park, Baltimore</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forest Hills, Long Island</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaker Heights, Cleveland</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country Club District, Kansas City</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Francis Wood, San Francisco</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palos Verdes Estates, Los Angeles</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Barbara</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nantucket (100 years old)</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yorkshipt Village, Camden, N. J.</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris, France</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amsterdam, Holland</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The prizes will be awarded to the winners in the competition to be held from May 21, 1928 to May 31, 1928.

Applicants who wish to compete must file their applications with the Director of the School of Architecture, Princeton University, before April 18, 1928.

PRESERVATION OF CHARTRES CATHEDRAL

A Society of Friends of the Cathedral of Chartres has been formed in France. The aim of the society is to aid, in conjunction with competent authorities, in the preservation and upkeep of the Cathedral of Chartres, also, to call attention to its architectural beauty. The Bishop of the Cathedral, S. G. Mgr. Harsoconet, is its honorary president and M. L'abbé Delaporte, the secretary.

The society proposes to provide for the administration of the Beaux-Arts financial assistance, principally for the purpose of supplying furniture of an artistic character. It will also watch over the preservation of that now in the Cathedral and, finally, offer advice to those persons who wish to donate some object for use in the Cathedral. There is no intention to offer financial assistance for purely religious purposes but only for things of an artistic or archaeological nature.

Professor Ragnar Östberg, architect of the Town Hall at Stockholm, has been commissioned to design a government crematorium temple in Helsingberg. One hundred thousand kronen have been granted by the Government of Sweden for this purpose. The temple will be situated in the magnificent Palco Forest where the site has already been developed by two years of preparation by the employment of unemployed men of Sweden.

"AMERICAN ARCHITECTURE" by Fiske Kimball, published by Bobbs-Merrill Co., New York, is scheduled to appear this month.

Sherley W. Morgan has been appointed Director of the School of Architecture, Princeton University. Morgan has been a member of the Princeton architectural staff during the past ten years and has contributed much to elevate the standard of the school to its present high level.

The architectural drawings and water colors of the late Arnold W. Brunner have been presented to Cooper Union, New York City. At Cooper Union they will be on permanent public exhibition and will be utilized by students in the Fine Arts Courses which have been a part of the curriculum of the Union since it was founded by Peter Cooper for the advancement of science and art in 1859.
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The Fifth Annual Convention and Exposition of the American Oil Burner Association will be held at the Hotel Stevens, Chicago, on April 3, 4, and 5, 1928. Last year the Convention held in Buffalo, brought together about 1500 manufacturers and distributors of oil burners, electrical, sheet metal and other supplies used in oil heating equipment, and fuel oil producers and marketers from all parts of the country. Owing to the rapid growth of the industry during the past year plans are being made to care for an attendance of more than 2500 at the 1928 convention.

One of the features of the Convention will be a report on the work of the Oil Heating Institute, established a year ago by the Association to conduct an educational campaign. The program will include addresses and papers by outstanding authorities on oil burning problems, followed by open forum discussions. The Exposition held in connection with the Convention will illustrate the development of the oil burner industry and oil burning equipment. The exhibits will include displays of everything entering into the manufacture, installation and use of oil burners.

W. F. Scales, architectural engineer, has joined the trade extension staff of the National Lumber Manufacturers Association, reporting to the Central Division office in Chicago, December 6. It is planned to assign Mr. Scales to the new district office to be opened in Dallas, Texas, according to Walter F. Shaw, Central Division manager.

Mr. Scales has had a wide experience in the architectural and construction field and for the last two years has been southern manager for the firm of Frederick Wallick, architects of Indianapolis. His headquarters were at Winter Haven, Florida. He was in charge of all the southern work of the company which includes the designing of residences, city halls, schools, commercial buildings, churches and apartments.

Definite steps toward the consummation of the plan to erect a monumental lighthouse on the coast of Santo Domingo to honor the memory of Christopher Columbus, were taken at the last meeting of the Governing Board of the Pan American Union. The Permanent Committee of the Governing Board was authorized to proceed with the formulation of the program and rules for the architectural competition for the erection of the lighthouse.

This competition will be open to the architects of all the world, without distinction of nationality, and the lighthouse will be erected through the cooperation of the governments and peoples of all the nations of the world. The bases of the architectural competition have already been formulated, Mr. Albert Kelsey of Philadelphia, one of the associate architects in the erection of the Pan American Building at Washington, having been authorized to proceed to the Dominican Republic to undertake a study of the site selected for the lighthouse, and to prepare the bases of the program and rules for the competition.

Mr. D. Royal Richardson, president of the Richardson & Boynton Co., announces the purchase by the Richardson & Boynton Co. of the Utica Heater Co., one of the oldest manufacturers of heating apparatus in America. This move, Mr. Richardson says, evidences the economic trend towards larger units which, rather than involving a loss of intimate contact either with dealers or consumers, assures economic advantages widely diffused among both classes. The Richardson & Boynton Co. will continue to manufacture the well-known "Perfect" line of heating and cooking apparatus and will also produce the popular Utica furnaces "Superior," "Super Smokeless," and "Essex." The transfer, in a word, means that the Richardson & Boynton Co. will add to its already complete line of cooking and heating apparatus another equally well distributed line of warm air furnaces.

Hendrick Manufacturing Company, Carbondale, Penna., manufactures of Mitco Interlocked Steel Grating, Mitco Shur-Site Stair Treads and Mitco Armorgrids, announces the opening of a Chicago District Office, 223 Railway Exchange Building, Chicago, in charge of Mr. Lon Sloan. Mr. Sloan's extensive floor grating experience is available to those concerned with the selection of floor grating, stair treads and armorgrids for reinforcing concrete floors, platforms and driveways.

In the Beaver Products Co. advertisement which appeared on page 91 of the January issue of The Architectural Record, the firm of Walker & Weeks, architects, was incorrectly referred to as of Chicago, Ill. The reference should have appeared as follows: "Walker & Weeks, architects. Address: Cleveland, Ohio..."

At a recent meeting of the board of directors of the Central Alloy Steel Corporation, S. S. French, President of The Berger Manufacturing Company of Canton, Ohio, was elected Vice President and Treasurer and made a member of the board of directors of the Central Alloy Steel Corporation. Mr. French will continue as the active head of The Berger Manufacturing Company, supervising in chief executive capacity this fabricating division of the corporation.

The Kalman Steel Company has purchased the plant and equipment of the Sykes Metal Lath Company at Niles, Ohio. The Sykes organization will be consolidated with that of the Kalman Steel Company in the distribution of a complete line of metal lath, etc.

Almost immediately following the consolidation of the John Polachek Bronze & Iron Company, Inc., and the Renaissance Bronze & Iron Works, Inc., into a new company to be known as the General Bronze Corporation of Long Island City, announcement is made by that corporation of the purchase of the architectural bronze and lighting fixture division of Tiffany Studios. The Tiffany Studios plant at Corona, Long Island, has been acquired, together with the entire personnel of that organization.
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CONSTRUCTION STATISTICS

From the records of F. W. DODGE CORPORATION, Statistical Division. The figures cover the 37 states east of the Rocky Mountains and represent about 91 per cent. of the country's construction volume.

Year 1927

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>TOTAL CONTRACTS</th>
<th>PLANNED BY ARCHITECTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of Projects</td>
<td>Valuation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial Buildings</td>
<td>21,616</td>
<td>$922,911,300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational Buildings</td>
<td>4,497</td>
<td>$379,785,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospitals and Institutions</td>
<td>1,194</td>
<td>$182,475,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial Buildings</td>
<td>5,637</td>
<td>$496,048,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military and Naval Buildings</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>$8,475,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Buildings</td>
<td>1,131</td>
<td>$88,992,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religious and Memorial Buildings</td>
<td>2,751</td>
<td>$156,491,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential Buildings</td>
<td>128,436</td>
<td>$2,313,316,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social and Recreational Projects</td>
<td>2,890</td>
<td>$200,714,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total building</td>
<td>168,324</td>
<td>$5,038,920,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Works and Utilities</td>
<td>16,280</td>
<td>$1,963,834,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total construction</td>
<td>184,604</td>
<td>$6,937,755,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total construction, Year 1926</td>
<td>170,723</td>
<td>$6,380,914,700</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

General Trend of Building and Engineering Construction
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